CONTROL CENTER: Workflow & Process Automation
A solution of the Investment Operations technology suite

Rich Functionality

Simplifies complex operational processes with
efficiency, control and transparency
It’s time to achieve greater control and automation over your processes.
Control Center converts your paper operational control sheets into distributed,
automated work processes with easy-to-read dashboards and sophisticated
work allocation capabilities. With a centralized view of all concurrent work
streams across teams and locations, users can also monitor and track
progress against operational milestones.
This Software as a Service (SaaS) offering delivers efficiency, control and
transparency to any work process that is performed and managed by multiple
people. Control Center brings a new level of management oversight and
control to operational processes allowing users to shift focus from
cumbersome manual methods to more streamlined tasks.

Control Center’s efficient workflow processes

• Create and update
operational processes
• Automation platform
orchestrates human
and system interaction
• Dashboard views of all
cross-organization
activities
• Multiple work allocation
methods
• Integrated virtual
documents folder
• Critical next-step alerts
• Real-time status to all
stakeholders across
locations
• Supports your role
nomenclature
• Eliminates manual
information gathering
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Why Control Center?

FIS’ vision for fund administration

Greater Control

Ultimately, through our Investment Operations suite, FIS
aims to deliver technology assets and services that help
you thrive on a global scale in today’s fast-evolving
markets. We will continue to do so by developing best
practice, agile operations that allow you to move rapidly
into new markets, grow your asset base and improve
performance. At the heart of the ecosystem is a single,
powerful source of data, feeding into and connecting
with our comprehensive range of middle- and back-office
solutions. By helping translate disparate outputs into
meaningful information for multiple purposes, it will allow
you to meet complex data requirements in the name of
ongoing growth.

Better control over processes allows users to shift focus
to urgent tasks, which increases efficiency and reduces
operational risk.

Operational efficiency
Provides real-time status to all stakeholders eliminating
manual information gathering.

Automation
Connects to other systems and operates as a central
hub for orchestration of the full life cycle of any
operational process.

Risk reduction
Increases transparency on all operational activities.

Flexibility
Interoperates with third-party systems.

Customization
Supports design of processes by business users.

Proven
Delivered via FIS Software as a Service (SaaS) model.

Auditability
Centralized controls and documents create a
consolidated, online audit package.

User-friendly
Gives clients a centralized view of all asset servicing activities.

Simplifies work flows
Converts complex work processes into manageable electronic
control sheets and easy-to-read dashboards.

Follow FIS on Facebook (facebook.com/FIStoday)
and Twitter (@FISGlobal).

www.fisglobal.com

About FIS’ Investment Operations
FIS Investment Operations is a global suite of products
and services for asset managers, institutional investors,
and traditional and alternative fund administrators.
Investment Operations supports the entire investment
process, from portfolio management, risk management
and compliance to investment accounting, transfer
agency and client reporting. Combining deep
functionality with broad business process management
capabilities, FIS helps investment firms manage
complexity, increase efficiency, and respond quickly to
changing business and regulatory requirements.

About FIS
FIS is a global leader in financial services technology,
with a focus on retail and institutional banking,
payments, asset and wealth management, risk and
compliance, consulting, and outsourcing solutions.
Through the depth and breadth of our solutions portfolio,
global capabilities and domain expertise, FIS serves
more than 20,000 clients in over 130 countries.
Headquartered in Jacksonville, Fla., FIS employs more
than 55,000 people worldwide and holds leadership
positions in payment processing, financial software and
banking solutions. Providing software, services and
outsourcing of the technology that empowers the
financial world, FIS is a Fortune 500 company and is a
member of Standard & Poor’s 500® Index. For more
information about FIS, visit www.fisglobal.com.
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